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The preparation for your SAP interview is very important. So, be serious about it and take mock
interviews at home. Practice hard to make your mock interviews reach a near perfect level. Finally,
call it a day when you are fully satisfied with your effort. Be absolutely careful with your interview
timings. Make it a point to never appear on an interview at the eleventh hour. Reaching late or just
on time for an interview will make you nervous.

Remember, your walking, dressing and style of talking will all matter in a SAP interview. So, walk
smartly, talk confidently and dress properly to make a winning impression. However, getting all
these factors right is just only the 10 percent of the entire interview process. Your real test starts
with the SAP interview questions. Expect more technical questions in the first round. To prepare for
these questions and their appropriate answers, you can download SAP interview questions from the
internet. You can also visit a SAP forum for some important questions.

Your resume is also a very important tool to crack the SAP interview. Customize it as per
requirement and try to give it a creative touch. Emphasize on your strengths and experiences with
SAP. Try to keep your resume short by eliminating all unnecessary information. In brief, make sure
that it is capable of making an impression in front of the interviewers.

A SAP forum is an excellent place to clear your doubts. Experienced SAP professionals take part in
it and try to make the SAP community a better and healthier place. So, download SAP interview
questions from one of these forums and study carefully. You will invariably find some of the
questions a bit tricky from the downloaded set. Mark these questions and make a list with all other
problematic questions. Ask these questions to the experts of the SAP forum. This is probably the
best way to get your doubts and questions cleared before the all important SAP interview.

You can also download SAP interview questions from a SAP portal. However, you can expect to get
your answers in the SAP forum within 48 hours. This is the maximum limit. If your answer is straight
and simple, you can expect an immediate answer within fifteen minutes. However, make sure that
your questions are reasonable. If you repeatedly ask meaningless questions, you might get banned
from entering the question and answer section of the forum.
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